Speedworks Championship‐ Highlands
MotorSport New Zealand
15 January 2022
.
Decision

Competitor

TR86 001

Fynn Osborne

TR86 002

TR86 003

Christina Orr‐West

Zac Stichbury

TR86 004

Clay Osborne

TR86 005

Hugo Allan

1

Rex Edwards

2

Andrew Jackson

3

Steve Ross

4

5

6

Jason Scott

Rex Edwards

Dylan Price

Finding
Rule Breach
The Race Director finds that: you left the circuit at Turn You were judged to have not complied with MSNZ 2021‐22 Schedule CH
26.1.2.2 Code of Driving Conduct during qualifying.
10 entry to the bridge and gained advantage when re‐
joined. You exceeded track limits by leaving the circuit at
Turn 10 on Laps 3,5,9. This was reported by Toyota 86
DSO and confirmed to you by Race Radio.

Penalty to be Applied
The Race Director rules that: Penalty CH 40.22 applies‐ loss of lap time of
Laps 3,5,9. 1 Series Demerit Point. You now have 1 Series Demerit Point.

The Race Director finds that: you left the circuit at Turn You were judged to have not complied with MSNZ 2021‐22 Schedule CH
26.1.2.2 Code of Driving Conduct during qualifying.
10 entry to the bridge and gained advantage when re‐
joined. You exceeded track limits by leaving the circuit at
Turn 10 on Lap 4. This was reported by Toyota 86 DSO
and confirmed to you by Race Radio.

The Race Director rules that: Penalty CH 40.22 applies‐ loss of lap time of
Lap 4.

The Race Director finds that: During the opening lap of CH 26.1.1.1 Code of Driving Conduct
Toyota 86 Race 2, you did not allow sufficient racing
room for Car #74 at Turn 1. This caused contact with Car
74 resulting in Car 74 making contact with the wall and
not completing the race.
The Race Director finds that: During the opening lap of CH 26.1.1.1 Code of Driving Conduct
Toyota 86 Race 2, you were not in full control of your car,
resulting in contact with Car #96 at Turn 6. This caused
contact with Car 96 resulting in Car 96 being dis‐
advantaged.
The Race Director finds that: You passed car #96 under This is contrary to MSNZ 2021‐22 Schedule CH Article 26.4.4‐ Note C.
Yellow Flags on opening lap at Turn 6/7.

The Race Director rules that: Penalty CH 40.19 applies‐ 10 second time
penalty. 2 Series Demerit Points. You now have 2 Series Demerit Points

The Clerk of the Course finds that: You exceeded track
limits at turn 10 (entry to the bridge) in lap 2 of your
qualifying session. This was confirmed by Race Control.

This is a breach of Appendix 4 Schedule Z 10.2 (1)

The Clerk of the Course rules that: Penalty 4 Z10 applies ‐Your lap time for
that lap is deleted.

The Clerk of the Course finds that: You exceeded track
limits at turn 10 (entry to the bridge) in lap 3 of your
qualifying session. This was confirmed by Race Control.

This is a breach of Appendix 4 Schedule Z 10.2 (1)

The Clerk of the Course rules that: Penalty 4 Z10 applies ‐Your lap time for
that lap is deleted.

The Clerk of the Course finds that: You jumped the
rolling start of OSCA Super Saloons Race 1. This was
confirmed by Race Control.
The Clerk of the Course finds that: You passed the Safety
Car while the lights were on 'follow safety.' This took
place on the entry to the bridge at turn 10. This was
confirmed by Race Control and also called in by the
Safety Car driver.
It is alleged that you have: Made contact with car 11
(Simon Baker) exiting the bridge and entering turn 11.
Causing avoidable collisions and forcing another driver
off the track are breaches of Appendix 4 Schedule Z
article 12.1 (Code of Driving Conduct)

This is a breach of Appendix Four Schedule Z 8.3 (2)

The Clerk of the Course rules that: Penalty A4 2.8 applies 5 seconds is
added to your race time. 5 seconds is added to your race time

This is a breach of Appendix Four Schedule Z 14.2 (3) 'Safety Car Deployment'

The Clerk of the Course rules that: Penalty A4 Z.9 applies. 10 seconds is
added to your race time

It is alleged that you have: Made contact with car 85
(Rex Edwards) between T7 and T8 which forced him off
the track and into a gravel trap. Causing avoidable
collisions and forcing another driver off the track are
breaches of Appendix 4 Schedule Z article 12.1 (Code of
Driving Conduct)

The Race Director rules that: Penalty CH 40.19 applies‐ 5 second time
penalty. 2 Series Demerit Points. You now have 2 Series Demerit Points

The Race Director rules that: Penalty CH 40.14.3 applies‐ 5 second time
penalty. 2 Series Demerit Points. You now have 2 Series Demerit Points

You did make contact with the rear of car 11. This resulted in car 11 leaving the The Clerk of the Course rules that: Appendix One Schedule P A4.5 applies.
track and losing racing places. This was an avoidable collision. The contact was You are fined the sum of $100 and 15 seconds is added to your race time.
at the lower end of seriousness and not intentional.

You did make contact with car 85. This resulted in car 85 leaving the track and
resulted in an early retirement from the race. This was an avoidable collision.

The Clerk of the Course rules that: Appendix One Schedule P A4.5 applies.
You are fined the sum of $100 and 15 seconds is added to your race time.

7

Andrew Jackson

8

Shane Helms

9

Steve Sullivan

11

Todd Bawden

12

Steve Scoles

It is alleged that you have: Breached track limits at turn You did breach track limits at turn 10. This was confirmed by the series
The Clerk of the Course rules that:Appendix One Schedule P A4.10 applies.
10 in race 9. Appendix 4 Schedule Z article 10.2 (1) Circuit coordinators race control notes and in car video from another competitor. This You are fined the sum of $100 and 2 seconds is added to your race time.
did not gain any advantage.
Regulations. A driver will be judged to have left the
circuit if either all four(4) tyres of the car do not remain
in contact with are outside the white lines defining the
circuit edges, or if any one(1) tyre entirely exceeds the
outer edge of any kerb.
It is alleged that you have: Made contact with car 61
(David Rogers) at turn 12. Causing an avoidable collision
is a breach of Appendix 4 Schedule 2 article 12.1 (Code of
Driving Conduct)
It is alleged that you have: Made contact with car 71
(Francois Heremana) under brakes at the museum.
Causing an avoidable collision is a breach of Appendix 4
Schedule Z article 12.1 (Code of Driving Conduct)
It is alleged that you have: Made contact with car 58
(Steve Scoles) at the exit to turn 14. Causing an avoidable
collision is a breach of Appendix 4 Schedule Z article 12.1
(Code of Driving Conduct)
It is alleged that you have: Made contact with car 997
(Chris Nichols) at the entry to the bridge ‐ turn 10.
Causing an avoidable collision is a breach of Appendix 4
Schedule Z article 12.1 (Code of Driving Conduct)

You admitted that you came down the inside of T12 and made contact with car The Clerk of the Course rules that: Appendix One Schedule P A4.5 applies.
61 and that this was an avoidable, if unintentional, collision.
You are fined the sum of $100 and 10 seconds is added to your race time.

You admitted that you did make contact with car 71 and that this was an
avoidable, if unintentional, collision.

The Clerk of the Course rules that: Appendix One Schedule P A4.5 applies.
You are fined the sum of $100 and 10 seconds is added to your race time.

Having viewed in‐car videos I find that you did make contact with car 58. The The Clerk of the Course rules that: Appendix One Schedule P A4.5 applies.
You are fined the sum of $150 and 10 seconds is added to your race time.
track was under safety car conditions and you should have been travelling at
reduce speed with caution. The contact causec':I car 58 to spin off the track and
into the concrete barrier.
Having viewed in‐car videos I find that there was contact between the vehicles The Clerk of the Course rules that: No penalty is applied and no further
but that blame could not be apportioned to one driver only. This is deemed a action is to be taken.
racing incident

